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101 Question on Process Design

Ability to set a unique name for each running process

Aborts activity instances

Activating a new process automatically

Add value to process variable

Ad-Hoc Activity Reassignment in Workflow

After staring a new process, user aborts page

Anonymous users online registration in a published application

App shown as "Process" and not "App"

Can I assign the performer's email to my form's variable?

Can i define more than one participants mapping option for the same activity

Completed Tasks

Concurrent access to a task assigned to a group of users

data collection using a mobile device

Deadline Error

Deadline issue

Deadline issues

Deadline not triggering in V4

Delete Process

Designing Reference Workflow

Dynamic Assignment of Process Back to Previous Activity or Bypass Activities

Dynamic level approval design

Each department's HOD will receive only their employees's claim request

Evaluating Joget, Problems with Sample Workflows

Failed to open workflow Designer - can't open xpdl

Form Grid - One entry mandatory

Get variable using beanshell !

Hash Variable in Map Participant

Hash Variables

Having trouble getting workflow to go to next step

How assign user to process from list of Users?

How can i Initiate a Joget process from an asp.net archiving system

how can i integration Joget with a desktop application

How can i restrict a user with admin role to only see specific applications and organizations

How to approve or verify other user request?

how to attach file?

How to change an active deadline

How to Change the Due Date time format (SGT to Normal)

How to customize the inbox with joget community edition

How to deal with workflow errors and lost connection between process and data

How to display pending list (assignee) if more subprocesses are under main process ?

How to force the activity to be performed by the performer "Reporting to" user

How to get list of pending assignment for a particular user in bean shell from another process

how to get Map Participant to User with Bean Shell and sql with delimiter commas

How to integrate an outside user without an account?

How to make an activity that is already being treated by a User, is locked so that other users of the same group can not access it?

How to manage new process releases

How to quit from sub-processes?

How to set multiple and recurring reminder in joget?

How To set Recurring Reminder in Joget?

How to set value of a variable based on a database query

How to set value to workflow variable and receive it in another task

How to set variable which in another Process

How to split workflow paths based on results of a database query

How to start a Joget process by an external application?

how to track the Activity Status in the Workflow Process?

How to Undo a process step?

If Manager Out Office How Handle Forms Approve

Integrating Joget workflow with an external device such as scanner

Is there a way to build my own web administration console interface

Is there a way to implement "tasks load balancing" for the users inside a department

Joget PBAD

Joget Reminder and Escalation

joget v3 how to get form Data in process ?

kukkai

load a clear form after condition

Map activities

Monitor Apps - Process ID question
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Multiple Approval issue

Multiple steps in a process in Community edition.

multiple variables for a work flow

My design looks ok but the process doesnt run?

Need help with my first APP (Cannot Run it properly)

New to Joget. Need more tutorials and examples.

Package ID does not match App ID - Upgrade version 3.0.3 to 3.1

Participant mapping to workflow variables in Sub-processes

Passing AND-Gateway in one transition was done once

Please wait while the image is being generated

Process closed.aborted

Process Confirmation

Process doesnt deploy in v5

process image preview & encoding

Process in v4

Process not reaching second activity

process status closed.aborted

Reset Assigned To

Restart ID Generator

Restrict Workflow to a Single Instance Per User

reuse a anonymous user?

Right-to-Left Text Direction

Running more than one process in single application

Sending a form to multiple users (Group)

Should be used Routes?

simplest process ever needed

SLA and timer event deadline related issues

SLA backward due date

Some important missing features that the current Joget version does not support "out of the box"

subflow

Task assignment and classification

Unable to log in using admin (or any) user

Using Deadlines with Dates from Workflow variables

Using variables sent from an external application

v3 Using Plugins

What is the idea of including the hash value of the "Master Login Password" in the web service call

Workflow Design

Workflow Designer Error

Workflow Designer request login credentials

Workflow process

Workflow variables mustn't start with a number

workflow will not reach second approval
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